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Abstract

Chemical vapor deposited graphene suffers from two problems: transfer from metal catalysts to
insulators, and photoresist induced degradation during patterning. Both result in macroscopic
and microscopic damages such as holes, tears, doping, and contamination, translated into
property and yield dropping. We attempt to solve the problems simultaneously. A nickel thin
ﬁlm is evaporated on SiO2 as a sacriﬁcial catalyst, on which surface graphene is grown. A
polymer (PMMA) support is spin-coated on the graphene. During the Ni wet etching process, the
etchant can permeate the polymer, making the etching efﬁcient. The PMMA/graphene layer is
ﬁxed on the substrate by controlling the surface morphology of Ni ﬁlm during the graphene
growth. After etching, the graphene naturally adheres to the insulating substrate. By using this
method, transfer-free, lithography-free and fast growth of graphene realized. The whole
experiment has good repeatability and controllability. Compared with graphene transfer between
substrates, here, no mechanical manipulation is required, leading to minimal damage. Due to the
presence of Ni, the graphene quality is intrinsically better than catalyst-free growth. The Ni
thickness and growth temperature are controlled to limit the number of layers of graphene. The
technology can be extended to grow other two-dimensional materials with other catalysts.
Supplementary material for this article is available online
Keywords: transfer-free, lithography-free, graphene, chemical vapor deposition, insulating substrate
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1. Introduction
3
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As a truly two-dimensional (2D) material, graphene has
received worldwide attention due to its unique combination of
many special properties such as high carrier mobility, high
transmittance and gapless energy band [1, 2]. It may play an
important role in future electronics, energy and biomedicine
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spheres. The synthesis of graphene is the upstream sector in
future graphene based industries, occupying a critical position
in the advancement of graphene research towards commercialization. Today, the graphene synthesis includes several
techniques, such as micromechanical exfoliation [3], reduction of graphene oxide [4–6], epitaxial growth [7, 8] and
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [9–11]. Among them, CVD
is very promising in terms of its scalability, high material
quality and relatively low cost. Usually, the CVD method
requires growing graphene on catalytic metals (Cu, Ni, etc).
However, as the substrates are conducting, which will cause a
short circuit, it is not possible to fabricate electronic devices
therein. The graphene has to be transferred to foreign insulating or semiconducting substrates. The transfer of one
atomic layer carbon, however, is complicated and of low
efﬁciency. Even more seriously, it inevitably leaves extra
defects e.g. wrinkles, holes, and contaminants in the graphene, constituting the biggest obstacle in the way to industrialization. For this reason, many CVD approaches have been
developed to synthesize graphene samples on insulating
substrates.
Currently, the direct growth strategies of graphene can be
roughly categorized into three kinds [12]: metal-free growth
[13, 14], plasma enhanced CVD [15, 16], and sacriﬁcial metal
assisted growth [17–20]. The metal-free deposition has almost
no requirement on the substrates (need to be high temperature
stable though), and the graphene is uniform, but it generally
needs a long growth time and/or very high temperature
(sometimes >1000 °C), and the material quality is typically
low. The plasma method can effectively reduce the deposition
temperature (<800 °C). Nevertheless, the controllability over
the number of layers is poor, and the material quality is not
high either. The third method uses metals to assist the growth.
A thin metal layer (Cu or Ni) is deposited on substrate, and
graphene is grown at the metal-substrate interface
[17, 19, 20]. Because of the existence of a catalyst, the graphene quality is boosted, and the growth temperature is limited to no more than 1000 °C. However, during the process of
reproducing these results [17, 19], we discovered that the
repeatability of this method is not high and upon etching of
the metals, the graphene beneath the metals tends to crack
(see ﬁgure S1, available online at stacks.iop.org/NANO/29/
365301/mmedia). This may be due to carbon atoms needing
to pass through the metal layer and the lack of polymer
support during the metal etching process.
In this paper, we propose a new and facile method to grow
graphene directly on insulating substrates by etching sacriﬁcial
metal catalyst through a PMMA support layer. As shown in
ﬁgure 1(a), we grow graphene on the surface of Ni sacriﬁcial
layer instead of at the metal-substrate interface. As a result, this
growth process is highly repeatable and controllable. Then,
PMMA polymer is coated onto the sample as the mechanical
support for graphene. PMMA is a common supporting layer
material in the graphene transfer process because of its high
mechanical strength. However, researchers rarely pay attention
to its other characteristic, that etchant can permeate PMMA [11].

Using this characteristic, the Ni layer can be etched with a
PMMA/graphene layer on its surface (ﬁgure S2). During the
graphene growth, we control the morphology of Ni to enable
PMMA to be ﬁxed on the substrate, just like using nails to ﬁx
the four corners of the tent on the ground. After Ni is etched
away, the graphene ‘lands’ on the substrate.
Using this technology, we manage to obtain large area
continuous graphene with minimal damages. Furthermore,
since this is catalytic growth, the area of graphene is determined by the area of Ni, which can be lithographically patterned. Hence, the graphene can be indirectly patterned,
without getting in contact with photoresists. We note that
graphene’s unintentional doping and contamination from the
photoresists is a very big problem in the community [21].
Clearly, this problem is absent in our case. Using our technique, we have grown graphene on different substrates
including Si with surface oxide (SiO2/Si), quartz, and sapphire, and achieved μm-precision graphene patterns without
performing a direct lithography in the graphene (lithographyfree patterning). The whole deposition procedure, including
the heating and cooling, is merely ∼30 min, which is to our
knowledge the shortest among the reported direct growth
processes. The graphene is fully supported by the PMMA
layer, resulting in almost zero mechanical damage. The asdeveloped method can be extended to other common graphene catalysts such as Cu (not limited to Ni).

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Process description and analysis

The graphene formation process is schematically demonstrated in ﬁgure 1(a) (for details, see the Experimental
section). After the CVD process, a graphene ﬁlm is grown on
top of the Ni surface. Meanwhile, the Ni ﬁlm on SiO2/Si
aggregates due to the high temperature, resulting in numerous
holes with a few microns in diameter, as shown in ﬁgure 1(b).
The Ni aggregation on quartz and sapphire substrates is
shown in ﬁgure S3. The Ni aggregation normally does not
occur until the temperature is close to 1000 °C. We introduce
CH4 into the chamber immediately after the 800 °C annealing.
It guarantees that there is graphene grown also in the holes, as
the graphene is grown earlier than the Ni aggregation. The
graphene will ‘land’ on the substrate when the Ni aggregation
happens (similar effect has been observed on Cu [18]), and
therefore the graphene forms a very continuous ﬁlm on the
substrate with minimal holes and tears. We note that the Ni
aggregation has a positive effect in our experiments. As
indicated by the red circle in ﬁgure 1(a), the PMMA/graphene ﬁlm is anchored to the substrate via the μm-sized holes
in the nickel ﬁlm, which keeps the PMMA/graphene stable
throughout the metal etching (otherwise the PMMA/graphene can be free standing when the metal is absent). This is
useful for keeping the graphene morphology intact. During
the 10 min Ni etching process, the etchant accesses the Ni
both from sideways and by the front face diffusion through
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of our process of growing transfer-free graphene directly on insulating substrate via etching the sacriﬁcial

metal catalyst. The Ni can also be pre-patterned by photolithography to avoid the direct contact of graphene with photoresist. (b) Morphology
of Ni after the graphene growth. (c) and (d) are optical images of the as-grown graphene after etching off the Ni catalyst.

Figure 2. (a)–(d) SEM images of the as-grown graphene under different magniﬁcations. (e) AFM image of the as-grown graphene over

3 μm×3 μm area. The height proﬁle is measured along the white line in (e). The height difference between the two points indicated by the
arrows is 1 nm.

the number of layers by optical observation [22]), one can tell
the graphene is largely uniform in terms of layers. However,
we do discover many white marks in ﬁgures 1(c) and (d). The
white marks can not be found at areas where Ni has not
aggregated. That is to say, these marks occur at positions
where holes form as a result of the Ni aggregation. These are
also the places where Ni diffuses into SiO2, which will be
discussed later.
Figures 2(a)–(d) show the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of the graphene, where the graphene in
ﬁgures 2(a) and (b) is patterned in order to generate some
contrast in the SEM. The graphene is homogeneous in the
range of hundreds of microns. In ﬁgures 2(c) and (d), the
white marks are seen again. Although the morphology is
somewhat roughened at these points as a consequence of the
Ni diffusion into SiO2, the graphene is still there (otherwise,

the PMMA/graphene. It is known that the PMMA/graphene
stack is permeable to liquid chemicals [11].
2.2. Material characterization

The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurement of the asprepared graphene is shown in ﬁgure S4, conﬁrming its
composition and chemical bond information. Figures 1(c) and
(d) shows the micrographs of the transfer-free graphene,
where the graphene is seen to be continuous in large area with
almost no mechanical damages. We could not ﬁnd any
observable tears with an optical microscope, even at a magniﬁcation of 1000× (there is an intentionally made tweezer
scratch in ﬁgure 1(d) in order to see the contrast of the SiO2
substrate.). Based on the uniformity in the color (300 nm SiO2
on Si provides the possibility for approximate identiﬁcation of
3
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Figure 3. (a) Typical Raman spectra of the graphene grown on SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Typical Raman spectra of the graphene grown on three
different substrates. (c) and (d) are Raman mapping of the D/G and G/2D ratios of the graphene over 50 μm×50 μm area, respectively.
The graphene is relatively uniform.

the absence of graphene is very easy to identify, since it has a
high contrast as shown in ﬁgures 2(a) and (b)). Hence, our
graphene is continuous with minimal number of holes, which
is certainly due to the fact that the most graphene is already
grown before the Ni aggregation takes place. Figure 2(e) is an
atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the graphene. By
scanning across the edge, the height of graphene is approximately 1.0 nm.
Figure 3(a) is the Raman signals measured from the
graphene. Because of the segregation based growth mechanism of graphene on Ni [23], apart from monolayer graphene, bilayer graphene is also detected in the Raman
spectroscopy [24]. In ﬁgure 3(a), typical parameters for
monolayer (bilayer) graphene are: G peak at ∼1585 cm−1
(1590 cm−1), 2D peak at 2693 cm−1 (2690 cm−1) with full
width at half maximum of 35 cm−1 (40 cm−1), D peak at
1348 cm−1 (1350 cm−1), and G/2D ratio of IG/I2D=0.30
(1.04). The small height of D peaks indicates the high quality
of the directly grown graphene. Figure 3(b) shows the Raman
spectra of graphene grown on three types of substrates, where
they appear similar to each other. Figures 3(c) and (d) are the
Raman mapping data measured in a 50 μm×50 μm area
(20×20 points with 2.5 μm pitch). Figure 3(c) is the mapping of Raman D/G peak ratio, where ID/IG lies in the range
of 0.18–0.99. Figure 3(d) shows the mapping of Raman
G/2D peak ratio with IG/I2D of typically 0.43–2.38.

2.3. Cause of white marks

In our experiment, we ﬁnd that the white marks appear at the
places where Ni ﬁlm aggregates to form tiny holes. We can see
from SEM images in ﬁgures 2(c), (d) that these marks are not
particles. The origin of these marks lies in the diffusion of Ni
into the underlying SiO2. The diffusion of Ni into SiO2 causes
the color change of SiO2. We have prepared silicon substrates
with 100 and 300 nm thick SiO2 ﬁlms, and found that the white
marks on the 100 nm SiO2 sample are more pronounced.
Etching away the SiO2, the Si substrate of the 100 nm sample
exhibits a morphology change, shows many black dots, and
also has a change in the substrate color, as shown in ﬁgure
S5(a). In contrast, the Si substrate of the 300 nm SiO2 sample
basically remains unchanged (ﬁgure S5(b)). The Ni diffuses
through the 100 nm SiO2 and reacts with Si to form nickel
silicide and causes the change in the substrate, whereas this
effect is less pronounced in the 300 nm SiO2 sample due to the
thicker oxide. Interestingly, the diffusion of Ni is only observed
at the aggregation induced holes. In the no aggregation areas,
and in samples with thicker Ni ﬁlm where aggregation is
entirely absent, we have not found any white marks. At the
same time, we ﬁnd that the graphene grown in these white mark
regions is of higher quality as proved by the lower D peak (see
ﬁgures 4(a) and (b)). This is a general effect rather than an
isolated case, as seen in the Raman mapping in ﬁgure S6. The
phenomenon is understandable. The metal in the aggregating
4
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catalyst with the carbon precursor is suppressed, which is
known as the self-limiting growth mechanism [10]. However,
on metals with high carbon solubility such as Ni, the formation of bilayer and multilayer graphene is very common
due to the additional graphene growth from the carbon
reservoir in the bulk catalyst. Nevertheless, this segregation
effect is very limited in our case. At 1000 °C, 50 nm Ni dissolves 5.75×1015 cm−2 carbon atoms [30], whereas monolayer graphene contains 3.8×1015 cm−2 carbon atoms [20].
That is to say, the carbon dissolved in the 50 nm Ni is not yet
enough for two layers of graphene, even if we assume it could
be totally used on forming graphene. Therefore, the 50 nm Ni
guarantees that the as-deposited graphene is ultrathin, drastically different from the case on bulk Ni catalyst. Meanwhile,
it is necessary to note that although we can not exclude the
possibility that there might be a small amount of graphene
fragments between the nickel and the substrate, we have not
observed noticeable graphene deposition beneath the Ni ﬁlm
through carbon segregation effect. Second, at 1000 °C, 50 nm
Ni easily turns into the optimal morphology shown in
ﬁgure 1(b). On the other hand, if thicker nickel ﬁlms are
chosen (such as 100 nm), the aggregation effect is absent
under our condition at 1000 °C.

Figure 4. (b) Raman spectra taken at positions A and B indicated in
the optical image in (a).

areas is in liquid form locally. It has a smooth surface without
any grain boundaries, together with a higher migration speed of
the carbon atomic species. It naturally leads to fewer defects in
the graphene [25–27]. Due to its higher local temperature, liquid
metal also has a stronger ability of diffusion and permeation in
the SiO2. In fact, the underlying reason for the Ni aggregation is
because the liquid metal does not wet some substrates such as
SiO2 and sapphire due to their lower surface energies. Similarly,
the liquid Cu used in [25–27] wets tungsten, but not SiO2.
2.4. Effects of PMMA and morphology of Ni in metal etching

PMMA is a polymer with very high mechanical strength
(Young’s modulus of ∼3.3 GPa [28]) and can dramatically
reduce the damage in graphene during the metal etching,
since otherwise the graphene will be free-standing when the
Ni is removed. However, the PMMA ﬁlm can not be regarded
as an effective barrier for the etchant. It is known that liquid
can penetrate very thin PMMA [11]. Although perfect graphene is not permeable to microscopic particles except protons [29], practical CVD graphene inevitably has some lattice
defects and tears (ﬁgure S7), and thus can be penetrated by
these particles. Therefore, one can not have the simple scenario that the etching is performed only through sideways. In
fact, the direct etching via the front surface of Ni can not be
ignored, which greatly boosts the etching speed.
The morphology of Ni also has a large inﬂuence on the
ﬁnal graphene integrity and quality. In our experiments, the
optimal Ni morphology is that it aggregates into a somewhat
holey, but yet continuously connected structure. The holey ﬁlm
has two advantages. First, as mentioned before, the tiny holes
help ﬁx the PMMA/graphene onto the substrate. Second, graphene grown at the hole areas and their vicinity has superior
quality. Nevertheless, the holes must be controlled within a
certain limit, because otherwise the Ni ﬁlm will turn into many
isolated islands (e.g. at elevated growth temperatures). It will
not only reduce the integrity of the grown graphene, but also
decrease the etching speed, since the etching solution can not
transport freely between islands, as demonstrated in ﬁgure S8.

2.6. Lithography- and contamination-free patterning of
graphene

By lithography-free we mean the lithography is only carried
in our catalyst, but not the graphene. After photolithography,
sputtering, lift-off, patterned Ni ﬁlms are fabricated. As the
growth is catalytic, the shape of graphene should follow that
of the catalyst. The separation of graphene from its direct
lithography not only simpliﬁes the process, but also avoids
the p-type doping and other contaminations resulted from the
contact of graphene to the photoresists [21]. In fact, today the
deterioration effect from the photoresist is one of the major
causes of graphene’s electrical property degradation. Our
method elegantly bypasses this obstacle and can be applied to
any common graphene catalysts such as Ni and Cu (the patterned growth on Cu can be found in ﬁgure S9.). In
ﬁgure 5(a), Ni grids are lithographically manufactured. The
SiO2 can be seen in the 20 μm×20 μm windows. Because of
the existence of these windows, the Ni aggregation is not
necessary in terms of facilitating the anchoring of the PMMA
ﬁlm to the SiO2. Thus, we have attempted to use a Ni catalyst
layer as thick as 250 nm (other growth conditions remain
unchanged). Figure 5(b) shows the optical image of the graphene after etching off the sacriﬁcial metal, where the darker
dots are graphene of thicker layers. The graphene and Ni
patterns look essentially the same. Clearly, without the Ni
aggregation effect, no white marks have been observed, in
consistence with the previous argument. Figure 5(c) is the
Raman 2D peak mapping of the same graphene sample. Not
surprisingly, the pattern reproduces the shape in ﬁgures 5(a)
and (b). Compared with the 50 nm unpatterned Ni, the graphene grown on thicker and patterned Ni is more controllable
and robust in the process, and the SiO2 will not be damaged

2.5. Thickness of Ni film

There are mainly two reasons why we choose to use 50 nm
thick nickel. First, it can control the number of layers in the
graphene. When monolayer graphene is grown on a catalytic
metal ﬁlm, its surface is covered and the direct contact of the
5
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Figure 5. (a) and (b) are optical images of the patterned sample after the depositions of (a) Ni and (b) graphene. In (b), the metal is already

etched away. (c) is the Raman mapping of the 2D peak of the graphene pattern. (d) Transfer curve (drain current Id versus gate voltage Vg) for
a GFET prepared from the as-grown graphene. The inset shows the photograph of the device. (e) Statistical ﬁeld-effect mobility data for the
devices made from ﬁeld-effect measurement and van der Pauw measurement.

by the Ni, but at the expense of having more multilayer
graphene patches.

case the metal can not be gold based and needs to be high
temperature compatible, e.g. Pt, Ti, etc. It is subject to future
studies and the mobility is expected to increase signiﬁcantly. A
minor reason causing the mobility drop is, as discussed before,
that some parts of the graphene are already directly deposited on
the SiO2 when the 50 nm Ni aggregates. The graphene has very
tight contact with the SiO2 due to the high temperature process
[13, 17, 31], where the charged impurities in the substrate
induce scattering in the graphene.

2.7. Electrical measurements

We have fabricated back gated graphene ﬁeld-effect transistors
(GFETs) via 50 nm sacriﬁcial Ni thin ﬁlm. The dimension of
the transistor channel is L:W=3 μm:9 μm, where L and W are
the channel length and width, respectively. Figure 5(d)
demonstrates the transfer characteristics of an as-fabricated
graphene FET, where the inset is the corresponding optical
image. The ﬁeld-effect mobility can be calculated by linear
ﬁtting of the slope ΔId/ΔVg, which can be written as
μ=(L/WCoxVd)(ΔId/ΔVg) (Cox is the gate capacitance) [17].
Through measuring eight graphene FETs, the carrier mobility is
up to 175.98 cm2 V−1 s−1, as shown in ﬁgure 5(e) together with
the data dispersion. The mobility is also measured through Hall
effect via the van der Pauw method. In total for the four devices,
the peak value for the Hall mobility is 306 cm2 V−1 s−1 with the
sheet resistance being 1990 Ω/,. The dispersion is shown in
ﬁgure 5(e). Apparently, the ﬁeld-effect mobility has been under
estimated, possibly due to the not rigorous model and parameters. Anyway, the carrier mobility is lower than expected.
The major reason is that the graphene has been patterned by
ordinary photolithography and the resist has led to the mobility
degrading and severe p-type doping, which is seen in
ﬁgure 5(d). The practical reason that we have not implemented
our lithography-free patterning of the graphene here is because
even if we can avoid the lithography at this step, the graphene
will anyhow be contaminated by photoresist during the second
step lithography in the metal pads. One solution is to pattern the
metal contacts beforehand and then deposit the graphene. In that

3. Experimental section
3.1. Graphene synthesis on various substrates

As shown in ﬁgure 1(a), 50 nm Ni thin ﬁlm is prepared on
high temperature compatible substrates (heavily doped Si
with 300 nm SiO2, quartz, and sapphire) by sputtering
(300 W). Graphene is deposited by a vertical cold wall CVD
furnace (Black Magic, Aixtron). The samples are heated to
800 °C at 200 °C min−1 rate and annealed for 5 min in H2
atmosphere. Then, with 500 sccm Ar, 500 sccm H2 and
10 sccm CH4, the temperature is elevated to 1000 °C, and
maintained for 5 min to grow graphene at 15 mbar. Finally,
quench cooling (300 °C min−1) is used to supress the carbon
segregation effect of Ni in order to attain a uniform number of
layers. The whole procedure described above (including
heating and cooling) is approximately 30 min.
3.2. Metal film etching

A PMMA resist layer is spun onto the as-grown graphene
samples at 3000 r min−1 speed for 30 s. It is cured at 150 °C
6
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for 5 min. Then, the samples are immersed in a Ni etching
solution (CuSO4:HCl:H2O=10 g:50 ml:50 ml) for 10 min
(ﬁgure S2). After the etching of Ni, the samples are kept in DI
water for 15 min followed by blow dry with N2 gas. The
samples are post baked at 150 °C for 10 min to remove the
residue water and improve the graphene-substrate adhesion.
Finally, the PMMA is removed by 15 min acetone bath and
5 min isopropanol rinse, ended with N2 blow dry.
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated a technical approach of
growing lithography-free patterned CVD graphene directly on
insulating substrates by etching sacriﬁcial metal catalyst through a
PMMA support layer. First, a thin layer of nickel ﬁlm is evaporated onto the silicon dioxide substrate as the sacriﬁcial catalyst.
Then, graphene is grown by CVD on the upper surface of the Ni.
In contrast to some previous reports, we have not found any
noticeable graphene deposition beneath the Ni ﬁlm through carbon segregation effect. After the growth, a PMMA polymer
support layer is deposited on the graphene and the Ni is selectively removed by wet chemistry. The etchant directly penetrates
the PMMA and makes the etching very efﬁcient. The graphene
lands on the insulating substrate naturally, adhered by van der
Waals bonds. Compared to standard graphene transfer from a
foreign substrate, here no mechanical manipulation is needed, and
hence it leads to minimal damage in the graphene. The catalytic
nature of the Ni is a fundamental advantage over other types of
catalyst-free graphene growth. Also, since the shape of graphene
is determined by the shape of Ni, which can be pre-patterned
lithographically, the direct contact of graphene to photoresist can
be avoided, making it possible to do lithography-free patterning in
the graphene. Finally, we show the electrical measurements in the
as-prepared graphene by fabricating and characterizing GFETs.
This is an attempt of simultaneously solving the currently
existing bottlenecks in the graphene community, namely the
transfer of graphene from metal catalysts to insulators, and the
photoresist induced degradation during patterning. We note
that these two problems are the major obstacles in the way of
graphene’s transition from academic labs to real applications.
Although the demonstrated results need further incremental
studies for reﬁnement, the proof-of-principle experiments
have already been accomplished. Therefore, we believe it is a
step forward towards CVD graphene’s commercial applications, where the process reliability and material quality are the
most important factors. The proposed strategy is also generic
because it can, in principle, be extended to grow other 2D
materials with catalysts beyond nickel.
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